November 13, 2017

Pesticide Re-evaluation Division  
Office of Pesticide Programs  
Environmental Protection Agency  
1200 Pennsylvania Ave., NW  
Washington, DC 20460-0001

Re: Human health risks assessments for the following insecticides:
  Permethrin, docket # EPA-HQ-OPP-2011-0039  
  Tau-Fluvalinate, docket # EPA-HQ-OPP-2010-0915  
  Pyrethrins, docket # EPA-HQ-OPP-2011-0885-0061

The Environmental Working Group, a nonprofit public health research and advocacy organization, is commenting on the Environmental Protection Agency’s draft human health assessments for the insecticides permethrin, tau-fluvalinate and pyrethrins, as well as the EPA’s overall approach to developmental neurotoxicity risks for the pyrethroid and pyrethrins family of insecticides.

EWG found that EPA’s draft assessments for pyrethroid and pyrethrins insecticides have not incorporated new studies of American, Canadian and French children, which indicate that the insecticides can impair children’s cognition and behavior. EWG considers these pesticides’ risks during pregnancy and childhood to be unacceptable, and the EPA assessment flawed.

1. EPA must give full attention and respect to recent human data, which show the damage pyrethroids can cause to the nervous system, in order to ensure that children are not harmed by current exposures to these insecticides.

EPA has systematically waived the requirement for developmental neurotoxicity testing for the group of pyrethroid pesticides, and instead bases its safety assessment on short-term neurotoxicity in rodents. EWG strongly disagrees with this approach, because very recent epidemiology studies indicate a potential association with cognitive and behavioral changes in children at ambient levels of exposure.

Six recent epidemiology studies raise concerns that everyday exposures to American, Canadian and French children could cause subtle but lasting damages to brain development and behavior. This is a critical because Americans are universally exposed to pyrethroids through food residues and residential uses, and by living near or working in agriculture.
Data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) indicate that Americans’ exposure to a number of different pyrethroids has been increasing since 2000. Examples of pyrethroids detected in people include 3-phenoxybenzoic acid, a metabolite of permethrin, cypermethrin and deltamethrin. The CDC data for the 2009 to 2010 sampling period show that children ages 6 to 11 had the greatest levels of 3-PBA compared to any other age group, and that median exposure levels increased by 50 percent between 2000 and 2010.¹ Similar exposures were reported for 3 to 5 year olds, in a pilot study published by the CDC in 2017.²

Three draft human health assessments currently open for comment – for permethrin, tau-fluvalinate and pyrethrins – fail to address potential risks to the brain and behavior of a developing child. When reviewing the epidemiology research literature, the EPA’s assessment has omitted all recent studies that found associations between low dose pyrethroid exposures and cognitive and behavioral changes. These studies must be included in the assessment if the EPA is serious about minimizing risks from pesticide exposure for young children.

The agency cannot move forward to assess risks of individual insecticides before it has considered new evidence on developmental neurotoxicity. These include several high quality studies EPA has already reviewed in its assessments for organophosphates (described more fully below). Furthermore, EPA must also ensure that cumulative exposures to pyrethroid and pyrethrins are safe for children.

2. The EPA should use a full tenfold safety factor as required by the Food Quality Protection Act of 1996 in order to protect children’s health.

EWG found that the EPA has failed to use a full tenfold safety factor to account for children’s sensitivity to pesticide toxicity. Instead, the Agency has only used a threefold factor, asserting that a smaller safety factor was sufficient.

EWG strongly disagrees with the position the Agency took in the draft human health risk assessment for these insecticides and urges the Agency to use the full tenfold safety factor. The EPA must pay attention to the known vulnerability of the fetal and juvenile nervous system to toxic chemicals that harm the nervous system and interfere with the brain and behavior. This is even more important given that the current health assessments are based on risks of acute rather than chronic exposure.

Below EWG lists human epidemiological studies that find a risk to children from exposure to pyrethroids. This body of research strongly supports the need for a tenfold children’s health safety factor for the pyrethroid risk assessment, as well as more robust consideration of neurodevelopmental toxicity.
The French PELAGIE study found a statistically significant association between certain pyrethroid metabolites and cognitive and behavioral changes in children at 6 years. Exposure levels appear to be much lower than those measured in American children:


In California, the CHARGE study found an association between maternal residential proximity to agricultural fields with pyrethroid application and neurodevelopmental disorders, including autism:


Canadian children with higher exposures to cis-DCCA, a metabolite of deltamethrin, were more likely to have parent-reported behavior problems relative to children with lower exposures:


The CHAMACOS study reports an association between child IQ and residential proximity to application of pyrethroids, neonicotinoids and manganese-based fungicides:


Researchers report a statistical association between pyrethroid metabolites and parent-reported ADHD in the NHANES 2001 to 2002 study:

Several recent laboratory studies concur with general effects observed in epidemiology studies that developmental exposures may be more damaging that acute exposures. EPA must review the results of recent animal studies examining the potential mechanisms of low-dose toxicity in rodents. For example these six studies:


In conclusion, EWG finds that the draft human health risk assessments for pyrethroid insecticides must be updated and corrected by inclusion of recent epidemiological studies.
and incorporation of a tenfold children’s health safety factor. Without these corrections, the EPA’s assessments would leave American children at risk of excessive exposures to harmful pesticides that could permanently alter their brains and behavior. We urge the Agency to remedy these concerns through an updated risk assessment.

Submitted on behalf of the Environmental Working Group,

Sonya Lunder, MPH, Senior Analyst
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